
Agenda 
Topic 1: CTC Update 

Leslie informed us of the new course offerings. 

A question was asked on the potential of a telework course. It was shared that there is an objective for 
HITSS to develop a telework session in the next period of performance, which begins October 15. More 
information will be disseminated as details are worked out. 

GO DO #1: ITCD to provide training information for Windows 8. 

Complete –Windows 8 training is provided by ACES and can be found at Windows 8.1 Quick
Start and  Windows 8.1 User Guide 

Topic 2: FileNet Decommission 

Pat Southerland informed the group of the FileNet decommission and made note that if an 
individual has more than 20 forms to convert, JSC has a process for bulk conversions. A meeting invite 
was sent to the IT POC community to attend a JSC sponsored meeting for further details. The handout 
that was passed out is located at the end of these minutes. 

GO DO #2: This Go Do is now OBE. Should the need arise at a later date to scan the network it will be 
accomplished at that time. If an IT POC has a requirement for their organization, the individual 
organization can be managed via the SR process. 

Topic 3: ITCD Re-Org 

Dennis informed the group of the recent re-org of the Division. Liteshia, Marion, and Stan 
provided overviews of their branches and Dennis provided the overview of the Ops Branch. As 
programs/processes are developed and matured more briefings will be given.  

The questions was asked about the re-organization of the CSMs. At this point all CSMs will maintain 
their customers until the reassignment is complete, at which time the IT POC will be notified. 

The vacancy for Joe Lanasa’s position will be filled temporarily via a PAVE announcement. 

The SW Library falls under Jeff Anderson in the Ops Branch. 

The vacancy in Program and Integration Services is temporarily being filled by Della Spears of HEO. 

There is an IVV component coming soon, once it is settled Liteshia will let everyone know. 
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Training falls under the CE Branch. 

It was emphasized that the vacancies do not equate to FTEs. There may well be cases where one 
individual will fill multiple roles. 

Topic 4: ActiveSync Update 

Linda informed us of the pending changes to the ActiveSync for personal phones.  It was 
clarified that MDM and Active Sync are separate applications, MDM is for government phones and 
ActiveSync is for personal phones. 

Topic 5: Phone Porting 

Phone porting of government numbers to personal devices and personal numbers to government 
numbers is no longer allowed. There is a question on what action is needed for those phones/individuals 
that have current active ports.  

GO DO #3:  Stan will find out what action is required for numbers that are currently ported across 
personal/government devices. Completed: If a number is currently ported, it should be ported back to 
its original device.  

Topic 6: WRIS 

A new system, the Work Request Intake System (WRIS) will be implemented mid-October. 
Training sessions will be held soon, dates to be distributed via IT Notice.  

Topic 7: Telecomm Update 

Richard briefed us on the latest updates planned for telecomm. 

GO DO #4: Richard will find out if the new Call Manager site URL will be redirected to the new 
application.  Complete: The URL will not change. 

Topic 8: LAN Upgrade 

Richard informed everyone about the upgrades to the HQ LAN. He stresses that it is imperative 
for IT POC’s to let him know if anyone will be working on the weekends when their floor is scheduled 
for work. If there are any issues please let Richard know ASAP so the schedule can be adjusted.  

Topic 9: ACES Updates 

Von let us know that she is leaving us and will truly miss us, as we will miss her. Effective 
October 1st there will be a new ACES CPM, Brandi Parra. Von will conduct a turnover and 
familiarization with her when she arrives.  



There are questions on the modification of an S seat and the possibility of an S seat being changed to an 
M seat. S seats may not be modified, only M seats. If organizations want their folks to have one or the 
other it is recommended that the seats be refreshed using the like to unlike process in order to ensure the 
S seats are being refreshed with M seats as needed.  

If an S seat has a GFE monitor that breaks, the IT POC can use ESD Tier 0 to change the dropdown to a 
standard monitor and ACES will provide a standard monitor for the S seat. If there are questions please 
contact Von. 

Reports similar to the mobile phone refresh reports will also be made available for compute refreshes. 

During compute seat refreshes, ACES will reinstall any above core software as long as the software and 
license keys are provided at the time of the refresh. ACES is working with the SW Library to ensure the 
proper procedures are in place. 

GO DO#5: Von will provide the mock up email that the customer will receive during the compute seat 
refresh process. Complete: Attached below. 

Topic 10: IT Security Improvements 

Stan briefed the group on the latest developments in the IT Security improvements 

Topic 11: Token Phase Out 

Jeff Anderson briefed the group on the latest numbers relating to the token phase out program. 

-The group was reminded that the folks who are waivered based solely on using a Mac will lose the 
waiver once the PIV log on is enabled for the Macs. All Mac users should check their PINS and ensure 
they understand how to use them prior to the actual implementation. All other waivers based on apps 
remain valid until such time that the app is made to work without a token.  

-If a user loses or otherwise cannot log on with their PIV card, and no longer has a token, they may not 
be able to conduct their business if they are not on site.  

OPEN DISCUSSION: 

Darline reminded everyone of the IT Cybersecurity event coming October 1st. Users can register in 
SATERN and sign the affirmation while in attendance to receive credit for the IT Security training. 

The 9 interns assigned to ITCD will begin conducting the annual IT Survey soon. Watch for them in the 
lobby and around the organizations. 
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Stan asked the audience for their thoughts on the format and length of CSPR. Jerry Smith and Chris 
Burroughs both agreed the monthly 1 ½ hours is an adequate recurrence. It was also noted that if the 
need arises for a focus session that can easily be accommodated.  

IT POC’s were reminded that they are also welcome to present applicable topics to the other IT POC’s 
at CSPR.  

Several functions associated with the ESD are migrating soon. 

Knowledge Article Authoring Tool – went live 8 September 

Tier 0 – New look coming October 5th 

Incident ticket management – October 5th 

Dashboard and Analytics – in a month or so, no set date yet 

Tech Docs – Early November, (contingent upon successful sprint reviews) 

There have recently been issues with ACES technicians not plugging in computers. It was pointed out 
that ACES does not provide the power strips, and if there is not a power strip located at the desk, the 
computer will most likely not be installed. Some systems are being installed with speakers, while others 
are not. 

GO DO #6: Stan and Von will work together to identify the peripherals that are supposed to be 
delivered with computers.   

COMPLETE: The list of peripherals may be found at https://aces.ndc.nasa.gov/order.html. 
There is a matrix located here that identifies each seat and the peripherals associated, including speakers. 
Please note, this list is in the process of being updated by the ACES Comm team. To ensure you have 
the latest information check with the ACES CPM. 
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GO DOS: 

GO DO #1: ITCD to provide training information for Windows 8. 
Complete –Windows 8 training is provided by ACES and can be found at Windows 8.1 Quick 

Start and  Windows 8.1 User Guide 

GO DO #2: HITSS to scan the shared drives for .ifm files and provide list to ITCD. 
Complete– This Go Do is now OBE. Should the need arise at a later date to scan the network it 

will be accomplished at that time. If an IT POC has a requirement for their organization, the individual 
organization can be managed via the SR process. 

GO DO #3:  Stan will find out what action is required for numbers that are currently ported across 
personal/government devices. Completed: If a number is currently ported, it should be ported back to 
its original device.  

GO DO #4: Richard will find out if the new Call Manager site URL will be redirected to the new 
application.  Complete: The URL will not change. 

GO DO#5: Von will provide the mock up emails that the customer will receive during the compute seat 
refresh process. Complete: Attached below. 

GO DO #6: Stan and Von will work together to identify the peripherals that are supposed to be 
delivered with computers.   

Complete: The list of peripherals may be found at https://aces.ndc.nasa.gov/order.html. There is 
a matrix located here that identifies each seat and the peripherals associated, including speakers. 

Action Items 

1) Item number 2015.01.ITCD.01 - Determine the most efficient and effective way to upgrade Adobe
products. Provide details of subscription vs outright purchase, costs, and transferability of licenses for
each vehicle (APC, NSSC/PCMall). Determine if and how licenses purchased from APC are
maintained by the Software Library or by ACES. (Stan Artis/Dennis Groth – Target Date February
10, 2015)

a. The licensing and definition of maintenance only for software purchased via the APC was
provided in the minutes of the November CSPR.

b. Remaining details are open and will be researched and provided by ITCD.
c. Dennis has taken responsibility for this action as of the March CSPR.
d. April-August CSPR – Still in work
e. Open-Stan is awaiting further info on the pricing of the software. It is not only an issue at HQ

but across the agency. It is hoped that the info is available by the next CSPR. The current
options remain valid.

f. During the Sept CSPR it was noted by Jerry Smith that the ITMB voted to centralize
the Adobe Services and make it a subscription service. More info will be distributed as
soon as it is available.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON BULK CONVERSION 
 

 
 
(1)  Where can I get the JSC form referenced for folks to fill out for bulk conversions?  
  
       NASA Forms Page:  https://nef.nasa.gov/.  Search on "JF 7" 
  
(2)  Who gets these forms upon completion? 
  
       jsc-forms@mail.nasa.gov  The form has an automatic "submit" button that will forward 

your form to that address.  The conversion tool is managed by the JSC Forms Office 
which is why you are using a JSC form to request the service.  Any NASA Center or HQ 
can use the form to request this service. 

  
(3)  Given that this exercise needs to be completed by 9/30, when is the latest the form can 

be submitted? 
  
       There is no hard deadline for when this has to be completed.  The impact will be when 

you can no longer access the software required to open *.ifm formats - some of our 
MAC users are already unable to open *.ifm formats.  As we explained, the software will 
no longer be part of the standard load pushed out after 10/1.  If you already have the 
software on your PC before that date, it will continue to be there until you get your next 
hardware refresh.  If you or one of your users that need to maintain these records are 
scheduled for a hardware refresh soon after 10/1, then you should include that info on 
your JF 7 so that you can be scheduled before your refresh date.  Either way, even if you 
cannot open your *.ifm formats, you still have the ability to drop them into the 
convertor and convert them to Adobe *.pdf formats at any time. 

  
(4)  It wasn’t clear how folks will input/output their bulk files.  Will there only be one folder 

for HQ?  If so, how will folks find their files amongst all that may be converted?  Will it 
be one person at a time?  I believe I heard that it will take about one hour for 20 files. 

  
       Once you complete the JF 7 with your requirements (estimated quantity and who 

should have access to your records - in case you have more than one user), you will then 
be sent an email with a link to an input and output folder.  The email will let you know 
how long your access will be available.  During that time, no other user or organization 
will have access to the input/output folder you have been provided so that your records 
will not get mixed in with someone else's records.  How long you have that access will 
depend on the volume of the records you are converting.  How long it will take to 
convert depends on the complexity of your form and any attachments you may have.   
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1. Eligible for Refresh 

 

To:  ROBERT HAWKINS  

Subject:  Action Required for Refresh of Your ACES Computer  

What is 
Happening
:  

Action required no later than 07/02/2015.  
Good News! Your ACES computer is eligible for refresh. You are tentatively scheduled to 
receive your refreshed computer in 2015_July. Your action is required now to process 
your Refresh.  

You have two refresh options: 

• Like-for-Like refresh is available to end users who require no changes to 
computer seat type or seat services currently subscribed.  

• Like-for-Unlike refresh is for end users who need to change computer seat 
type or seat services. 

Please follow the steps below to process your Refresh. 

Once a refresh order is placed with ACES, you are obligated to accept the new 
equipment. Please review the Quick Reference Guides and detailed specifications on 
current ACES seat offerings at https://aces.ndc.nasa.gov/order.html before making 
your section to ensure you choose the system you need.  

ACTIONS REQUIRED  
Perform the following steps to process your Refresh: 

STEP 1: VERIFY 
CURRENT ASSET 
INFORMATION  

Verify the asset information for your current ACES computer: 

USERNAME AND 
AUID: ROBERT HAWKINS, rfhawkin  

LOCATION: MSFC 4487  

BASE SERVICE: 
Wintel High Performance Mobile, Engineering 

Workstation (M-seat) 

ADDED SERVICES:  BackupServices: Included 

ADDED SERVICES:  
ComputerDockingStation: Advanced Docking Station 

Solution 

https://aces.ndc.nasa.gov/order.html


ADDED SERVICES:  ComputerMonitorType: NASA-STD-2805x Standard 

ADDED SERVICES:  isVirtual: No 

ADDED SERVICES:  ServiceLevel: 8 Hours 

ADDED SERVICES:  StandardLoad: Microsoft 

ADDED SERVICES:  SystemAdminSupport: Microsoft 

MANUFACTURER/ 

MODEL: 
HP ELITEBOOK 8560W  

ASSET TAG: 40014486  

SERIAL NUMBER: 5CB2260SWJ  

VERY IMPORTANT: If any of your device information is incorrect, the refresh  

process will be impacted. To correct the device information listed above, go  

to "Do Not Proceed" under Step C2 and follow instructions for Updating Seat  

Information. Once information has been corrected, you will be able to order  

your refresh.  

  

STEP 2: 
PROVIDE YOUR 
DECISION 

Follow the instructions below to provide your Refresh decision:  

Attention Mac users: There is a known compatibility issue 
between the Mac version of Firefox and the Refresh Tool. Mac 
users should access the Refresh Tool using Safari.  

A. Proceed With Like-for-Like Refresh  

If you proceed with Like-for-Like Refresh now, the refresh 
computer you will receive is: 

NEW SEAT TYPE: 
Wintel High Performance Mobile Engineering  

Workstation   

MANUFACTURER/ 

MODEL: 
HP ZBOOK 17 MOBILE WORKSTATION  

Refer to the ACES Computer Quick Reference Guide for a detailed description 

of computer hardware. 

1. To select this option, launch the Refresh Tool. 
2. Select Proceed with Like-for-Like Refresh. 

  

B. Proceed With Like-for-Unlike Refresh 

https://aces.ndc.nasa.gov/documents/QUICKREF_COMPUTE_WOP.pdf
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If you need to change your computer seat type or seat services: 

1. Launch the Refresh Tool. 
2. Select Proceed with Like-for-Unlike Refresh. 

Note: After choosing this option, you will receive a 
confirmation email with instructions on how to place the 
order for the specific computer you want in ESRS. Your 
request will route to your listed NASA Approvers prior 
to your order being placed.  

C. Do Not Proceed With Refresh 

If you do not wish to proceed with refresh: 

1. Launch the Refresh Tool. 
2. From the drop down list, choose one of the following 

reasons for not proceeding with the refresh:  
(Please note user follow-up actions required under each Do 
Not Proceed with Refresh reason.) 

• Updating Seat Information: If any of the asset 
information listed above is incorrect, click the dropdown 
arrow to select Updating Seat Information and then 
select Do Not Proceed with the Refresh.  
 
Next, contact the ESD at 1-877-677-2123 to update your 
seat information. You will receive an automated 
notification from ESD when your ticket is closed. The 
following day, return to the Refresh Tool to verify updates 
to your device information have been made. At that time, 
you can update your refresh decision to "Proceed with 
Like-for-Like Refresh" or "Proceed with Like-for-Unlike 
Refresh." 

• Defer Your Refresh: You can postpone your refresh up 
to six months from the current refresh date. (This requires 
a business justification.) If you would like to postpone 
your refresh, click the dropdown arrow and select Defer 
Your Refresh. Then follow the steps to submit a 
deferment request. After your request is approved, your 
computer refresh date will be moved to the refresh cycle 
following the deferment date you selected or after 
depending on the number of refreshes scheduled at your 
Center. 

• No Longer Needed: If your device is no longer 
required, click the dropdown arrow and select No 
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Longer Needed. Contact your organizational 
representative to discuss the proper disposition of your 
device and submit a de-subscribe request to terminate 
billing. 

 
After you complete your selection, you will receive an email confirmation. 
IMPORTANT: Changes to this response will be accepted through 07/02/2015. Contact 
your ACES SME for help changing your selection, if necessary.  

Thank you for your participation in the computer refresh process.  

Resources: • ACES Computer Quick Reference Guide provides a description by seat type of 
computer hardware that is currently available.  

• Product Specification Sheets provide configuration details and augment options.  
• Computer Refresh Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) provide additional 

computer refresh details.  

Contact:  Please direct questions regarding computer refresh to the ACES Computer Refresh 
Contact at your Center.  

For technical assistance, please contact the Enterprise Service Desk:  

• Website: https://esd.nasa.gov/  
• Telephone: 1-877-677-2123 (1-877-NSSC123) 

 
 
Resources: • ACES Computer Quick Reference Guide provides a description by seat type of 

computer hardware that is currently available.  
• Product Specification Sheets provide configuration details and augment options.  
• Computer Refresh Frequently Asked Question (FAQs) provide additional computer 

refresh details.  

Contact:  Please direct questions regarding computer refresh to the ACES Compute Refresh Contact 
at your Center.  

For technical assistance, please contact the Enterprise Service Desk:  

• Website: https://esd.nasa.gov/  
• Telephone: 1-877-677-2123 (1-877-NSSC123) 
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